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As we advance through the years we can take some satisfaction from watching 
others from a generation (or two in my case) behind us make progress in their  
lives and careers. We can take satisfaction too when we have spotted a talent  
and watched it flourish, particularly when we have offered some help or support, 
however modest. 

I claim no expertise in art, but, when I saw his GSA Degree Show work, it struck me 
that Geoff Uglow had to be one of the best of his generation and set for a successful 
career. At the time, Standard Life, where I worked, was seeing the benefit of backing 
fresh business ideas and it seemed entirely consistent to be adding to our collection 
of artworks by backing young, up-and-coming artists and recent graduates. Geoff’s 
work suited the specification perfectly. As it happened, supporting young talent in 
this way led directly to the introduction of the annual BraveArt exhibitions in London, 
showing the best of the latest generation of graduates from the Scottish Art schools.

Artists benefit hugely from the support they receive from galleries. Of course it has 
to work for both parties and that it does in Geoff’s case is evidenced through his 
repeat appearances in increasingly impressive galleries, at home and abroad. I’m glad 
though to be able to welcome Geoff back to Edinburgh and have the opportunity to 
support him again, to thank Guy and The Scottish Gallery for having the wisdom to 
bring him back, and, if I am fortunate, to add to my modest collection of his beautiful 
works.

Sir Sandy Crombie

Introduction

Left: Geoff in his studio,  
July 2014
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Tommy Zyw: Geoff, can you tell me a little about the inspiration behind your 
exhibition title.

Geoff Uglow:

Next year’s buds 
The last year’s seed

The title for this exhibition came from reading a poem to its author, Molly Hawcutt 
who is 94. My love of the rhythms, cycles and seasons of the British landscape came 
before painting. Painting is the hook and medium I found to express a feeling difficult 
to describe in words. Over time painting itself, its history is an equal player with the 
subject in conceiving and developing a work. 

Your last two exhibitions, one in Düsseldorf and another in London have been 
concerned with the oak tree and the symbolism it implies. Could you enlighten 
me as to why you find the oak such a powerful image to paint? 

I was looking for an icon for every age. Something at once parochial and universal. 
A majestic but modest thing, a presence, which spanning many generations hardly 
changes in one. I found this icon on Newton Farm, near Launceston, where my 
brother farms. Quercus Robur (Common Oak).

The tree is a living object bearing the wounds of its own history, like a person shaped 
by the environment lived in. Merely copying this image seemed futile compared 
with being in its presence. The landscape setting seemed redundant as the painting 
becomes more of a portrait, a presence and object in space. I can walk around it, 
climb it, lie under it and even destroy it. The fact it is alive only adds to its mystery.  
It is a contained system, each part fed by a hidden root. The neck like our own 
connects the body to the head, a shivering nervous system. My approach was to 
make intuitive gestures, not to imitate but make a new thing. I stripped back to 
painting black and white as if to remove nature’s colour and focus first on the gesture 
of painting as if to acknowledge the hand. By doing this, colour seemed to have 
more meaning. 

The ‘tree’, giver of life, took me back to Siena and the icon Madonna paintings of 
Duccio. Every pigment has its own history both in terms of place and its use in the 
history of painting. The colour Lapis lazuli has almost a mystical significance in 
western painting. It is often found in devotional spaces, places for meditation. I have 
never used a colour with more personality. Blue is an allusive colour, always seeming 
to recede, be it in a distant mountain or to hover, like in a bluebell wood at dusk. It is 
also the colour of our planet. 

Geoff Uglow in conversation

Left: Geoff in action,  
July 2014
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You have recently been working on the colour diaries series, seen in Calendar 
and Primavera in this exhibition. Perhaps you could explain the reasoning 
behind working in one pigment alone, and explain to the naysayers why you 
think your work is anything but ‘abstract’. 

Abstract painting doesn’t exist. It is merely a convenient term used often to 
put something in a box rather than question the object. Ninety nine years ago 
Malevich exhibited his painting, Black Square. This might now be called an 
abstract painting but the artist gave emphasis to feeling over the objective 
world. Sometimes I want to be told a story at other points I want to just 
meditate on a colour. It’s all painting.

This rebuilding of a palette has given me a more intimate relationship with 
the pigments; their power, feeling and history. Like a poem compared to a 
novel, simplicity is anything but simple and the individual words can have 
more resonance. I work both on location and also in the studio separated from 
the subject. All painting is human gesture and contains energy at the point of 
making. I begin with something complex and wish to reduce it as if to find an 
essence and simplicity. If something is not integral to the work it is left out. As if 
glancing at a hedgerow and being baffled by the mass. By separation each plant 
has a name, form and inner life unique to itself. The hedgerow becomes not a 
confused mass of texture and form but rather a place of vast new knowledge 
and discovery.

The work you have completed over the last decade has changed much in 
subject matter. The poetic reduction of the landscape has been a constant 
thread, but what other theme or practice has been consistent throughout 
your career?

The subject or source has to come from a tangible place, a direct, visceral 
experience. When in Rome, use Rome! The image changes but the making 
process is consistent and has developed from one written line which comes from 
the romantic poet John Keats epitaph:

“Here lies one whose name was writ in water.”

I draw through a sea of fluid, which sets and dries out like a land losing moisture. 
By working with this process each work is of its moment, not a collage of days 
but rather a gesture set in its time. A handwritten letter, a moment, which can 
suspend disbelief, a fragment of vanished beauty. 

Right: Studio interior, June 2014
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Geoff creating Lapis Root (cat. no. 11), 2014
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List of works

1 Ver Newton  2014, oil on board, 26 x 31 cms

2 Aestas Newton  2014, oil on board, 26 x 31 cms

3 Autumnus Newton  2013, oil on board, 26 x 31 cms

4 Hiems Newton  2013-14, oil on board, 26 x 31 cms

5 Quercus Robur VII  2012, oil on linen, 200 x 170 cms

6 Neon  2014, oil on board, 36 x 31 cms

7 Pastoral  2014, oil on board, 18 x 31 cms

8 Mary Queen  2013, oil on board, 61 x 51 cms

9 Flag  2014, oil on board, 18 x 31 cms

10 Roads End  2014, oil on board, 21 x 32 cms

11 Lapis Root  2014, oil on linen, 200 x 170 cms

12 Apollo and Daphne  2013, oil on board, 61 x 51 cms

13 Lapis XV  2013, oil on board, 31 x 26 cms

14 Lapis XVI  2014, oil on board, 31 x 26 cms

15 Lapis XVII  2014, oil on board, 31 x 26 cms

16 Daphne  2013, oil on board, 31 x 26 cms

17 Solstice December  2013, oil on board, 26 x 32 cms

18 Solstice June  2014, oil on board, 26 x 32 cms

19 Quercus Grey  2014, oil on board, 61 x 103 cms

20 Calendar  2013-14, oil on board, 48 x 74 cms

21 Quercus Red, Yellow, Blue  2014, oil on board, 61 x 155 cms

22 Primavera  2014, oil on board, 32 x 18 cms

Left: Lapis XV (detail) (cat. no. 13)
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1 Ver Newton 2014
oil on board
26 x 31 cms
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2 Aestas Newton 2014
oil on board
26 x 31 cms
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3 Autumnus Newton 2013
oil on board
26 x 31 cms
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4 Hiems Newton 2013-14
oil on board
26 x 31 cms
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5 Quercus Robur VII 2012
oil on linen
200 x 170 cms
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6 Neon 2014
oil on board
36 x 31 cms
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7 Pastoral 2014
oil on board
18 x 31 cms
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8 Mary Queen 2013
oil on board
61 x 51 cms
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9 Flag 2014
oil on board
18 x 31 cms
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10 Roads End 2014
oil on board
21 x 32 cms
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11 Lapis Root 2014
oil on linen
200 x 170 cms
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12 Apollo and Daphne 2013
oil on board
61 x 51 cms
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13 Lapis XV 2013
oil on board
31 x 26 cms
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14 Lapis XVI 2014
oil on board
31 x 26 cms
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15 Lapis XVII 2014
oil on board
31 x 26 cms
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16 Daphne 2013
oil on board
31 x 26 cms
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17 Solstice December 2013
oil on board
26 x 32 cms
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18 Solstice June 2014
oil on board
26 x 32 cms
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19 Quercus Grey 2014
oil on board (diptych)
61 x 103 cms
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20 Calendar 2013-14
oil on board (12 parts)
48 x 74 cms
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21 Quercus Red, Yellow, Blue 2014
oil on board (triptych)
61 x 155 cms
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22 Primavera 2014
oil on board (2 parts)
32 x 18 cms
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Born 1978 

Education
1997-2000  B.A. Hons (First Class), Fine Art; Painting, 

Glasgow School of Art
1996-1997 Foundation (Distinction),  

Falmouth School of Art

Solo Exhibitions 
2014  Next Year’s Buds, The Last Year’s Seed, 

The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh
2013  Quercus Robur, Connaught Brown, 

London
2012  Quercus Robur, Beck and Eggeling, 

Dusseldorf 
2012  Connaught Brown, London
2011  Letters from Barra, The Scottish Gallery, 

Edinburgh
2010  Coda, Connaught Brown, London
2010  Coda, Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh
2008  Fathom, Connaught Brown, London
2007 Being Here Now, The Edinburgh Gallery, 

Edinburgh
2006  Roger Billcliffe Gallery, Glasgow
2006  Roman Landscapes, The Edinburgh 

Gallery, Edinburgh
2005  Spent Light, The Edinburgh Gallery, 

Edinburgh
2002  Nor Loch Veiled, The Edinburgh Gallery, 

Edinburgh
2001  Recent Paintings, Roger Billcliffe Gallery, 

Glasgow
2001  Florence, The Edinburgh Gallery, 

Edinburgh
1999  Guyana Paintings, Assembly Gallery, 

Glasgow

Group Exhibitions
2013  Body and Soul, Beck and Eggeling,  

Art Cologne
2010  Scotland and Rome, Royal Scottish 

Academy, Edinburgh
2006  Responding to Rome: British Artists in 

Rome 1995 – 2005, Estorick Collection, 
London

2004  Melt, The British School at Rome
2004  Compass, Sala 1, Rome
2003  Fine Arts, The British School at Rome
2002  Academia Nazionale di San Luca, Rome 
2002  Laing Art Competition, Mall Gallery, London
2001  Hunting Art Exhibition,  

Royal College of Art, London
2000  Young Scottish Painters,  

Phillips Art Dealers, Edinburgh
2000  The Changing Room, Stirling
1998  Royal Glasgow Institute Annual Exhibition

Awards and Residencies
2009  Alastair Salvesen Painting and Travel 

Scholarship, Royal Scottish Academy
2002-2004  Sainsbury Scholarship, The British School 

at Rome
2002  John Murray Thomson Award
2002  RAS N S Macfarlane Charitable  

Trust Award
2001  David Cargill Award
2000  The John Cunningham Award
2000  James Torrance Memorial Award
2000  The Murdoch Gibbons Postgraduate Prize
2000  The McKendrick Scholarship
2000  Royal Scottish Academy  

Landscape Award
1998  Armour Painting Prize

Collections
Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow
Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh
HBoS Collection
Private Collections worldwide

Geoff Uglow
Selected Biography

Right: Tools in the studio, June 2014
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